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Columbia county election results 2019

CNET does a pretty comprehensive run-down of your options for checking the voting results today, both live on your monitor and via email or text message. The key among them is Google's attempt at a live election results map and a continuous AP video stream. What sites are you checking if the results
roll in? Election day is here! Can you believe it? Doesn't it feel like people've been talking about it for a year? Or is it two years? I can honestly say that I have no idea what the election will be like. And if you told me how it would turn out, I had no idea how the market would react to that result. What I can
tell you is what the indicators look like. Using a metric Monday rally with good width managed to take a step into short-term overbought territory. You often see me using the what if for the McClellan Summation Index when the market drops. I calculate what width numbers we need to see to get the
Summation Index to stop the decline. When it needs more than +2,000 advances minus forgers on the NYSE we have stepped a toe into oversold territory. If we get to +4,000 we are extremely oversold. The reverse also applies, although I'm not sure I've ever seen it get to -4,000 (very overbought). The
good width numbers over the past week and change have taken this indicator where it now needs a net differential of -2,300 advances minus decliners to turn the Summation Index back down. That's a good thing in that there should be a good pillow should we have a pullback. Short term it puts the
market in short-term overbought territory. Green circles represent those -2,000 lectures. Sometimes we've seen sharp declines (see March this year). Sometimes we've seen short, inconsistent declines (see August 2017) and sometimes we've seen chop before we resume the uptrend (see July this year).
I never know what the case will be. As we move to the intermediate term Oscillator, the 30-day moving average of the advance/drop line, we see that we are still in oversold territory. This should support the market. There was another change on Monday. Despite a morning market decline (and my beloved
small caps lagging all day!) the number of stocks making new lows was the fewest since August 31. The 10-day moving average of stocks causing new lows is now rolling over. I admit that in previous cases it peaked and rolled immediately and this time has spent quite a bit of time trying to roll over, but
usually once it heads down it should support the market. I don't know how the market will react to the election results. I do know that a has dipped a toe into overbought territory and my own short term Oscillator will do so late this week/early next week. So a pullback is possible, but the interim term
indicators are still oversold, which means I'm still a pullback will lead to another rally. Nevada residents have reason to feel important in this year's election: They are in a swing state with six Electoral College votes, and they have a tense Senate race that will help to decide whether Republicans will
maintain their majority. Wondering how to watch the election results in Nevada in real time on Tuesday? Eyes across the country will be trained on news outlets as the results of the 2016 election trickle in; here's how to follow you when you're in the Silver State.All of the major networks (NBC, ABC, CNN,
Fox, etc.) will be offering live coverage of the election; CNET points out that they will also stream their coverage online in real time, for those of you who don't have a TV. ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox also have news apps that keep you updated on your phone. NPR and PBS are covering the election together,
and you'll be able to access their coverage on TV, radio, and NPR's website. If you prefer to skip the political commentary and focus only on the numbers, you'll find an interactive map of election results on POLITICO, which will show both the results for the entire country and Nevada in particular. You also
see Nevada election results on The Washington Post.Another option is to hit up social media. This year, BuzzFeed is partnering with Twitter to provide live election coverage, starting at 6:00 PM EST (3pm in Nevada). Finally, before election night, if you want to freshen up what's at stake in the 2016
election for Nevada, from a key Senate race to ballot measures on gun control and marijuana legalization, check out Nevada's page on Ballotpedia.Image: Giphy Eyes across America will be educated on New Hampshire on Tuesday. Along with 10 other states, New Hampshire is a swing state, and the
four Electoral College votes could prove decisive in a tight presidential race. If you're wondering how to view the election results in New Hampshire in real time, look no further. Residents of the Granite State have plenty of opportunities to watch the election unfold. All major networks (NBC, ABC, CNN,
Fox, etc.) will be offering live coverage of the election; CNET points out that they will also stream their coverage in real time, for those of you who don't have a TV. ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox also have news apps that keep you updated on your phone. NPR and PBS are covering the election together, and
you'll be able to access their coverage on TV, radio, and on NPR's website. If you prefer to skip the political commentary and focus only on the numbers, you'll find an interactive map of election results on Politico, which will allow you to find both the results for the country as New Hampshire in particular.
You also see New Hampshire election results on The Washington Post.Finally, if you prefer your updates in 140 characters, check out Twitter for news. This year's BuzzFeed BuzzFeed with the social media platform to provide real-time election coverage, starting at 6:00 pm EST. ROBYN
BECK/AFP/Getty Images This year's election is an important one for New Hampshire, as voters will decide on a new governor, two House of Commons members and a senator, in addition to the presidential race. The Senate race is especially important: it is considered a battleground race that could go
either way, and if Democratic Gov. Maggie Hassan, manages to defeat incumbent Republican Sen. Kelly Ayotte, it could help shift the balance of power in Congress' Republican-controlled upper house. For a full run-down of what's at stake in the New Hampshire election, check out New Hampshire's
page on Ballotpedia.Image: Clicker-Free-Vector-Images/Pixabay Alabama voters will choose their next senator on Tuesday, and what was once expected to be an easy victory for Republicans has turned into a statistical dead-heat between their candidate, Roy Moore, and Democrat Doug Jones. Polls
close at 8 p.m. EST, and if you want to look at the Alabama election results in real time, you have a few options. As usual, most major news channels will cover the election, so CNN, MSNBC, and the like are all good places to watch the results as they trickle in. CNN subscribers can also view the results
online through CNNGo, although you'll need your account information to do so. If you don't have a cable subscription, you're not completely out of luck. A local Fox News affiliate in Phoenix will apparently be livestreaming the Alabama Senate results on its YouTube channel, and that's free to watch.
Those who prefer to just watch the results, rather than listen to them, can tune into one of the live blogs about the race. There's one at the Independent, and there's another from the Washington Post. Other political news sites will likely have some form of live blogging coverage of the race by the time the
polls close on Tuesday night. Finally, the Alabama State Of Alabama state's website will have a running count of the votes as they come in, though the results won't be officially declared until later. According to CNN, most polling stations in the state are expected to report their results by 11 a.m. EST.
Under normal circumstances, the outcome of an Alabama Senate race would soon go to the Republican nominee. It's been 25 years since a Democrat won the Senate election from Alabama, and democrat later became a Republican. The state voted for Donald Trump over Hillary Clinton by nearly 30
points in 2016 and is generally considered one of the most reliable states in the country. But these are not normal circumstances. Although Moore held a steady lead early in the race, his support cratered after several women accused him of pursuing them sexually when they were underage. Moore has
categorically denied the charges, insisting that these are completely false and claim to have had no meeting with any of the women who have accused him. Since these allegations were published, however, the race has been neck-and-neck; Moore currently holds a small average lead in the polls,
according to RealClearPolitics, although some experts have cautioned not to have too much confidence in Alabama polling this year. Either way, it's going to be a nail-biter. Jones needs two things to go right for him, wrote Nate Silver on FiveThirtyEight the day before the election. He needs a lopsided
turnout in his favor, and he needs virtually all swing voters in Alabama (and there aren't that many of them) to vote for him. A Jones victory would be huge, and not just because he's a Democrat from Alabama. Republicans currently hold a slim majority of 52 seats in the Senate, leaving them almost no
room for error in passing controversial legislation. If Jones wins, it would make it substantially harder for Senate Republicans to pass high-profile bills that Democrats oppose - such as the tax reform law, which is soon headed for a final vote in Congress. Congress.
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